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Game (made from paper)

YouTube Video link:
http://tinyurl.com/6mqhnlt
that you will place your
thumb and pointing finger
in.
4. Begin numbering the
outside sections 1-8, this is
so
you
will twist that number of
times.
Then
add
a,-h, or colors or whatever
you want to use as an
identifyer call out. Do this
on the inside sections.
5. Now lift each inside section and write something
to
do,
a
direction,
or
words
to
repeat, or a happy thought or graphic.
You are now ready to play the game.
Step Two:
Put your fingers in the pockets and begin twisting in
and
out.
Ask
a
friend
to
select
a number and twist that many times so that 4 sections show, they then select a section and you lift it
up and tell them what it says.

Supplies for Making Game
------------------------------1. one sheet of 8 1/2 x 11 paper
2. pencil or ink pen
3. sissors, ruler

See video for more directions.

Step One:
1. Fold the paper so that you have a square then cut
away the excess strip. See youtube.com video for
directions.
2. Now continue folding, diagonal and in half and
in half again until your paper square has two diagoinal folds (it will look like it has an “X” in the
middle. Now fold the pager horizontal and then
vertical which will place a + like fold image, a
square.
3. Adjust so the corner pop outs to reveal a pocket
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You are done!! Have fun.

See all videos on the Be A Smile! Channel at YouTube.com
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YouTube Video link:
http://tinyurl.com/6mqhnlt

How to Contact Us...
Life Dialogue
was created to share
the things that are fun,
make us think, see the world
in a new way and learn
something everyday.
A place to put our attention
and passions that will benefit
our personal awareness and
consciousness of the energy
within and around us.
http://www.thelifedialogue.com
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See all videos on the Be A Smile! Channel at YouTube.com

